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ABSTRACT

2.

We present an incremental algorithm for building a neighborhood graph from a set of documents. This algorithm is
based on a population of artificial agents that imitate the
way real ants build structures with self-assembly behaviors.
We show that our method outperforms standard algorithms
for building such neighborhood graphs (up to 2230 times
faster on the tested databases with equal quality) and how
the user may interactively explore the graph.

Our model, called AntGraph, is inspired from the previous
algorithm AntTree [1] that learns a hierarchical clustering of
documents. It is based on the self-assembly behavior of real
ants that progressively build a living structure by connecting
their bodies together.
We have generalized this principle for building graphs. We
consider one randomly selected ant denoted by a0 . This ant
will be the support of the structure and the input node of the
graph. Then, the remaining ants are introduced one by one
in the graph. Let ai denotes such an ant. ai moves in the
graph until it finds a convenient location where to connect.
For this purpose, ai follows the path of maximum similarity.
Let apos denotes the ant (node) where ai is located. The
following cases have to be considered: 1) apos does not have
any neighbor to explore: ai connects to apos , 2) a neighbor
of apos is more similar to ai than apos : ai moves to the
most similar neighbor of apos , 3) apos is the most similar
ant to ai (in its neighborhood). ai connects to apos and
to all neighbors of apos which similarity to ai is above a
given similarity threshold St that is computed as follows:
St = α ∗ sim(ai , apos ) with {α ∈ R, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1}. The graph
is thus built incrementally. Ants become rapidly connected
because they follow the path of greatest similarity, a way to
cut through large sets of documents.
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INTRODUCTION

We deal with the following problem: we consider a set of n
documents that may represent the results of a search engine,
or the browsing history of a user, or even a set of web pages
to be turned into a hypertext by adding hyperlinks between
them. We would like to build a graph that highlights the
neighborhood relationships between these documents, i.e. a
graph where nodes are documents and edges between documents represent the similarity between them. In addition,
we would like to display this graph in an interactive way
that would allow the user to easily browse the documents.
There are several standard methods for building neighborhood graphs and one may mention for instance the Delaunay
triangulation, the Gabriel graphs and the relative neighborhood graphs [7] (RNG in the following). These methods
compute graphs from a data set and more precisely from
the distances (or similarities) between these data. They can
especially be useful for exploring a data set with a contentbased approach (i.e. from neighbors to neighbors). However,
they are limited by a high complexity (O(n3 ) for instance)
which restricts their use to small data sets [4].

3.

MAIN ALGORITHM

RESULTS AND INTERACTIVE
VISUALIZATION

We have compared our approach with RNG on several
sets of web pages. Two documents are connected in the
RNG graph if there is not any third document closer to
each of them [7]. The same similarity measure is used for
both methods: we have used a vector-based representation
of these texts and the cosine measure and tfidf weighting
scheme [6].
As can be observed in table 1, our method obtains a
graph of documents in a time which is significantly lower
than RNG. This is one of the most important advantages
of AntGraph. Then, we have checked that the graphs we
obtained are valid with respect to the similarity measure.
For this purpose, we have measured the differences between
our graphs and RNG. Due to limited space, we will not give
all the tables but we mention our conclusions: AntGraph
creates more links than RNG, but those added links represent high similarity values. RNG is known to create a small
number of links in general.
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Data set

Webace1 [5]
CE.R.I.E.S. [3]
Antsearch [1]
Webace2 [5]

# of
documents
185
258
319
2340

Real
classes
10
17
4
6

AntGraph
TExec
0,0011 [0,0001]
0,0018 [0,0002]
0,0024 [0,0001]
0,0650 [0,0080]

RNG
TExec
0,0983 [0,0099]
0,2512 [0,0273]
0,4964 [0,0638]
145,2970 [5,4810]

Table 1: Sets of web pages used in our comparative tests and execution times in seconds. Both methods have
been programmed in Java and tests were performed on a Pentium-M 2Ghz with 1Go RAM.

Figure 1: The two graphs on the left are respectively AntGraph (a) and RNG (b) results obtained with the
Antsearch dataset (results from Google to 4 different queries). On the right, the Webace2 data set with 2340
documents (c), and the search results for the keyword ”weekly” (d).

5.

We have visualized for each method the discovered graphs
using forces and springs algorithms [2]. We set a distance
between nodes that is related to the similarity between documents. In such graphs (see figure 1), one may easily distinguish the real classes of the documents (which are not given
to AntGraph). The constructed graph thus represents the
similarities with a high accuracy.
Finally, we have developed a Java-based interface for exploring the graphs in a visual and interactive way. The user
may easily view the groups of documents, and which documents are at the center or the frontier of a group, as well
as isolated documents. Several interactive actions are possible, like annotating nodes, searching the documents for keywords, zooming with distortion, opening a document, etc.
(see figure 1).
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We have presented in this paper a new bio-inspired method
for building graphs of Web documents from a similarity measure. We have experimentally shown that this method obtains results of high quality and in a very short time compared to a standard method (RNG). Furthermore, we have
integrated this construction algorithm in a visual interface
that allows the user to explore the set of documents with several interactive possibilities. Among the perspectives that
can be derived from this work, we would like to combine
our incremental construction with the visualization itself,
rather than having two separated phases. In order to deal
with larger sets of documents, we want to store several documents within the same node. Finally, we would also like to
use thumbnail views of the documents to give an overview
of their type and content.
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